Reviewers for volume 14

The editors would like to thank the following reviewers for their contribution to volume 14 of *ALT-J*:

Graham Alsop  Peter Hartley  Rob Phillips  
Jennison Asuncion  Stylianos Hatzipanogos  Lawrie Phipps  
Sally Barnes  John Hedberg  Dave Riley  
Sian Bayne  Alison Hudson  George Roberts  
Tom Boyle  Bruce Ingraham  Malcolm Ryan  
Helen Beetham  Gabriel Jacobs  Michelle Selinger  
Frances Bell  Neil Jacobs  Paul Shabajee  
Stephen Brown  Jill Jameson  Vicki Simpson  
Thomas Connolly  Ann Jones  Christine Smith  
Martyn Cooper  Chris Jones  Mark Stiles  
John Cook  Som Naidu  Sue Timms  
Maarten de Laat  David Nicol  Chris Tompsett  
E. A. Draffan  Beverley Oliver  John Traxler  
Jay Dempster  Ray McAleese  Mike Wald  
Martin Dyke  Claire McAvinia  Rob Ward  
Karen Fill  Colleen McKenna  Adam Warren  
Graham Gibbs  John O’Donoghue  Pippa Weston  
Steve Green  Ros O’Leary  Sue White  
Cathy Gunn  Geraldine Price  Niall Winters  
Nick Hammond  Elaine Pearson  
Janet Hanson  Sharon Perry  

As editors, our approach continues to be one of supporting authors in developing and improving their submissions to *ALT-J* through a constructive, iterative process. Our reviewers enable us to do this by providing detailed and considered feedback to authors. Collectively, our reviewers have contributed to enhancing the quality of *ALT-J*, and we are extremely grateful.

Our submission statistics for this year are as follows: 50% of submissions were rejected, 17% of submissions to *ALT-J* in 2006 were accepted subject to amendments and 33% of submissions to *ALT-J* in 2006 were accepted subject to amendments and re-review. Of those accepted submissions 20% have been published, with the remaining still in the process of revision or review.
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